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management systems

Abstract

The problem we would be dealing with is the inconsistency in the Pharmaceutical drug data.

All the data available to us through the internet, lacks structure and is very ambiguous. The

objective here is to analyze this data and meaningfully co-relate them. And with the help of

this co-related data we can structure it and derive hidden relationships.

To achieve this, we need to build a fuzzy search engine wherein we can merge data from

various sources and derive hidden relationships
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

We as humans have a tendency to constantly learn and co-relate the information that we

already know. We are surrounded by data, the internet, web pages, research papers, articles,

blogs, etc. The current worldwide web is document-driven, where-in different web pages

have independent data associated, which are further linked together.

All of this data that is available lacks structure and is very ambiguous. The aim of this project

is to semantically analyze the data in the pharmaceutical domain and co-relate them with the

help of ontologies. With the help of this correlated data, we can structure it according to our

needs and derive hidden relationships.

1.2 Problem Statement

The problem statement for this project is: “Solving the problems of inconsistency in the

Pharmaceutical drug data”.

After noticing the inconsistency of the data of clinical trials available, it became a difficult

task to correlate them with other datasets, moreover, the regulations and restrictions on the

raw ingredients and the salts used for making new drugs are different in different countries.

Making a search engine for this problem will not only help us to determine the uniqueness of

the drug but also aid in solving multiple problems in a generalized way. Paracetamol

example-different regulations in different countries.
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1.3 Objective

The objective here is to build a fuzzy search engine for the pharmaceutical domain wherein

we can merge data from various sources and derive hidden relationships using the power of

ontologies and run a query on them to extract information using the search engine.

1.4 Methodology

The methodology behind this project is a Semantic Analysis of the data. It is a process of

identifying the exact meaning and tone behind the unstructured text, herein we will scrape

the drug-related data from various sources and annotate it to derive the semantics of the data

and construct ontologies out of them, which will further help us in running the queries on the

extracted data using the fuzzy search engine.
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CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.1 Survey:

To deduce the topic of our study we followed a set of steps that helped us to scrape the web

and extract out the potential keyword that would help us in identifying the problems in this

domain. The set of steps are mentioned as follows:

2.1.1 Creation of Scripts:

● Script 1:

This script takes input as the link of the webpage(Wikipedia) that was fed to the script

i.e. a Wikipedia page that is inlined with the pharmaceutical domain and returns the

HTML content on the page.

● Script 2:

This script takes the Script 1 output and collects all the Wikipedia links from the

HTML data and then feeds it again to the Script 1. This process then keeps on

repeating in a loop.

● Script 3:

This script takes the Script 1 returned HTML data as input and parses and annotates

the data to extract the potential keywords that are of interest using the spacy library

and then further arranges those keywords in descending order of the number of times

it was mentioned.
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Once we got the list of the keywords in descending order of their occurrence, we manually

selected the ones that seemed to be relevant to the field of our study, omitting the remaining.

Fig 2.1 Code of the scripts used for parsing and scraping
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2.1.2 Analysing the Script output:

Once we were done with this process and had a considerable amount of data, we manually

went through the various keywords and associated data with it, prioritizing the ones we found

comparatively more relevant like ‘FDI’ had shown up a number of times, ‘generic drug’ was

also another popular keyword in the list repeating multiple time. So, for our ease, we made a

list of those relevant keywords manually for future use.

Fig 2.2 Glimpse of the output received after scraping and annotation.

2.1.3 Finding resources on the web:

After in-depth analysis and initial manual shortlisting of the keywords received in the output

file, we manually searched the terms on the web to find some potential results with the prime

focus on finding the problems associated with the search terms. To keep the track of the

progress done, we used excel sheets to document our findings.

2.1.4 Identifying the problems:
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Based on the script output, we searched the web for the problem areas connected to those

keywords, while simultaneously asking the question of ourselves how data can solve such a

problem, which made it easier for us to find the problem areas where we can derive a

data-driven solution.

2.1.5 Identifying the resources of those problems:

Once the problem statements were derived, we searched the web for various databases

consisting of all the features associated with the problem statement. In most of the cases, we

had to club two or more datasets to get all the required features. We paid special attention to

finding the resources for the problem statement because for a data science project, no matter

how good the idea is, having the data for the problem statement is very crucial.

2.1.6 Narrowing down to one problem:

Based on the available data and resources we formulated 14 problem statements which are

mentioned below:

1. I wish to manufacture a certain drug and export it to different countries. How can I

keep a check on regulatory information?

2. Circulation of Fake/False drugs in the market.

3. A Gap in the communication between the drug regulatory bodies both at the center

and state level in India.

4. Poor quality of generic drugs in the market in India.

5. Drug Shortage and increasing use of expensive and highly regulated medication.

6. Identify and target the biggest drivers of drug use.

7. Cases Registered Against E-Pharmacy Websites
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8. Inter-State Sale of Drugs

9. Selling Scheduled Drugs

10. Poor Pharmacy Practice in India and other Asian countries.

11. Public Awareness regarding consumption of generic drugs

12. Solving the problems of inconsistency in the Pharmaceutical drug data.

Considering the availability of the data and the feasibility of solving the problem statement

we narrowed it down to one problem i.e. - Solving the problems of inconsistency in the

Pharmaceutical drug data?
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CHAPTER 3

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

3.1 Workflow:

Fig 3.1 Work pipeline of project development
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3.2 Architecture

Fig 3.2 Architecture of the project

The above architecture can be divided into 3 sections:

● Parsing

● OntoEngine

● Database
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3.3 Languages Used:

We have used a mix of languages to suit our needs, we have mainly used python for

data-related work whereas Java Script for making a presentable working software

highlighting our idea.

3.3.1 Python:

● Python is a quite popular language

● Guido van Rossum is the creator.

● Python can be used for a variety of things like

o ML (Machine Learning)

o For Server-side improvements.

o Web-dev.

o AI (Artificial intelligence).

o Framework scripting

3.3.1 (a) What would python be able to do?

We primarily used python for the following tasks:

● To scrape information from the web using the beautiful soup library and many more.

● To annotate the data

● For extracting the keywords from the text we scraped from the web using the spacy

library.

Furthermore, Python can also be used for:

● It can be used to make web-apps on the server
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● It can be used to solve and perform complex arithmetic operations

● Python enables the user to associate it to various database frameworks out of the

box.

● Python proves to be popular and very helpful in handling enormous amounts of

data and information like DS (Data Science), Big Data, etc.

(b) Why Python?

We are using python language names because of the above-listed points as well as it is

supported by the majority of platforms like Windows, Mac, Linux, etc. It is fairly

straightforward. Python can be used when dealing with large amounts of information,

moreover, it is an article arranged language.

3.3.2 Javascript

● Javascript is a famous text-based programming language.

● We can use javascript for

○ Making web pages interactive

○ Can be used on the client-side as well as the server-side

○ It gives web pages an interactive element that is highly beneficial in engaging

users.
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3.4 Libraries Used:

Libraries used in the project are as follows.

Dask: This is an open-source library that is mainly used for parallel computation. This was

created by Mr. Matthew Rocklin, This library is a project which is maintained by the

developers and organizations themselves. This library is made up of two components which

are,

● Dynamic Task Scheduling

● Big Data Collection

Numpy: The library NumPy is a basic package for carrying out mathematical functions in

Python Language. It is a library for python users that gives us multidimensional array

objects. It helps us in a way that we can perform operations on arrays very quickly, and much

more can also be done using the Numpy library.

Pandas: The library Pandas is a library that is written to be used in the python language for

data analysis and data manipulation. Specifically, the Pandas library helps us in operations

for manipulating the number tables and time series. The library Pandas can also help us in

data analysis.
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Fuse.js: This is a lightweight yet very powerful library that provides the facility of

fuzzy-search. The best part is this has 0 inter-dependencies. Fuzzy searching is a technique

consisting of various algorithms like Soundex, cosine, etc which are used to find strings that

are approximately equal to any given pattern.

Following are the advantages of using the Fuse.js library:

● Doesn’t require a BE (dedicated backend) to handle the search functionality

● Performance is the prime target and criteria of this library.

● Mainly used when the datasets are moderately huge in size and for handling searching

on the client-side where setting up a dedicated backend is not an option.

3.5 Frameworks Used:

Frameworks used in this project are as follows.

Axios: This is a promised (a concept in JS) based HTTP client for both node.js and the

browser. The best part of this library is the fact that this is isomorphic, meaning it can be used

not only to run in the browser but also in node.js while keeping the same codebase available.

In our case, it is used to send and handle HTTP requests and responses using JS promises.

Additionally, this is free and open source.

Vue: This is a progressive framework that is designed to build UI (user interfaces). It can be

used as both a library and as a framework depending on the use case/goal. The core library

focuses on the view layer. It also provides an ecosystem of supporting other libraries as well.

This was mainly created as an alternative to the popular Angular.js, a frontend framework

maintained by Google. We mainly chose Vue because it has the best features of angular as

well as templating style like react. It is relatively easy and convenient to develop progressive

web-apps which are built for scaling. Also when compared with other popular frontend

libraries, it is also relatively better in terms of performance.
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Express: The Express framework is a flexible Node.js framework that helps us with web

applications and mobile applications. The foremost use of the Express framework is to help

us with the server-side logic which helps us with the mobile and web applications. Few of the

major advantages of using the express framework are that the developments we do on the

web application can be done in a much faster and easier way. The framework can be easily

configured and it is very easy to customize it.

3.6 Others:

JSON-LD: The JSON-LD is a format that is used to encode the linked data. This format

allows the data to be numbered in such a fashion that it is very similar to the orthodox one.

The format annotates content on a page and structures the data, which is then further used by

search engines

Docker: The Docker platform is an open and free platform for creating and running

software. This platform helps us to distinguish our applications from our infrastructure so we

can deliver applications quickly. With this platform, we can manage our infrastructure in the

same way we manage our applications.
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3.7 Database Used:

SQLite3: This is an RDBMS (Relational Database management system) which is contained

in the C library. Unlike most of the database systems available sqlite3 is not really a

client-server database engine, rather this is embedded into the end program. The syntax style

is similar to the one found in PostgresSQL. This was the database of our choice mainly

because it is server-less and self contained unlike MySQL which requires a separate server to

run, thereby demanding a client and server architecture to interact over any network..

Redis: This is an open-source database. It is very popular and widely used by developers for

a variety of uses. It is mainly used for maintaining cache, as a message broker etc.

Considering its extremely fast speed and easy to configure, we have used this for maintaining

a task queue in the parsing section which we’ll talk about in detail in the subsequent section.

3.8 Understanding the architecture:

3.8.1 Parsing Section

The parsing section accounts for parsing data and making it suitable for the use case. It

includes scrapping of data, Format conversion, Data generation etc.

The parsing section is again sub-divided into 3 further sections:

● Web Crawler

● Web Scraper

● Parser
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3.8.1.1 Web Crawler

We made a generalized script to crawl the web, it is a program written specifically to

navigate through a list of web pages, herein Wikipedia pages, and do predefined tasks of

finding related web pages (Wikipedia links).

Fig 3.3 Flow of the crawler

3.8.1.2 Web Scraper

We made another script to scrape through these Wikipedia pages, we crawled earlier, to

extract content and data using the beautiful soup library which is available in python. This

scraped data was available to us in different formats ranging from texts, tables, and other files

of various formats.
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Fig 3.4 Code for extracting keywords using the spacy library.
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3.8.1.3 Parser

The data received through the scraper was further passed through a parsing engine, which

sent a fraction of data which is tabular in nature directly to the database while the remaining

data was used to create RDF triples. At this stage, the RDF triples can be converted into

tabular data and feeded into the database if required and the tabular data in the database can

also be converted into RDF triples as per requirement. Further, these RDF triples are

converted into the JSON-LD format as the OntoEngine works only in JSON-LD format. The

RDF library was used to create ontologies using the keywords we extracted doing the above

process.

(a) Ontology Generator:

Fig 3.5 Example of how ontologies are created using the custom functions and libraries.
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Fig 3.6 Output of the created ontology

(b) Helper Functions and Algorithms :

create_uri_ref

Usage:

URIRef is used to define classes, properties or any entity needed for an Ontology.

Parameters Accepted:

string_for_uriref: Type String

namespace_prefix: Type String

Output Expected:

RDF URI
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create_namespace

Usage:

This function creates a namespace that can be used in the rdf for linking other nodes

to the function

Parameters Accepted:

suffix: Type String

namespace_prefix: Type String

Output Expected:

RDF Namespace

format_convert_graph

Usage:

This function converts ontologies from one form to the other based on the format and

location specified.

Parameters Accepted:

source: Type String

Example - “drug_target.xrdf”

source_format: Type String

Example - “application/rdf+xml”

destination: Type String

Example - “json-ld”
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destination_format: Type String

Example - “drug_target.json”

3.8.2 OntoEngine

Once the information we need is in the required format i.e. JSON-LD format, we can run

queries through this engine. The features of the engine are as follows:

● Query An Ontology based on the predicate

● Query An ontology based on the type

● Query Multiple Ontologies together at the same time

● View Specific iNode information for the selected node.

To achieve this the OntoEngine part is again sub-divided into 2 further sections:

● Front end

● Back end

3.8.2.1 Front End

The front end of this project is made using Vue for making it an interactive and appealing

interface. Vue as stated earlier in the previous section is basically a framework for building

user interfaces. We chose Vue over React primarily because of the level of simplicity Vue

offers when compared to React which is mainly suitable for building large scale applications.

The UI is simple and easy to use. The frontend contains 2 pages.
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(a) Search Results Page : Querying section on the ontologies available, the sidebar on the

right shows all the list of available ontologies while the main results section shows the

available results. The user can search based on predicates OR types.

The Label and Comment predicates are shown in the result list. Detail section can be seen

when specifically selecting a particular search result.

Fig 3.7 Screenshot of Search Results Page
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(b) Node Information Page : This page shows the information of a particular selected result,

it's mainly a table containing properties and their values. The user can even be redirected to

the actual entity by clicking on the hyperlink available. This is useful when you wish to

query your dataset and explore.

Fig 3.8 Screenshot of Node Information Page
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3.8.2.1 Back End

The backend of this project is created using NodeJS (Express).

It consists of routes. Every request to the backend is eventually executed by a controller. A

set of routes are defined which further maps the given request to the controller. Routes are

defined inside the extensions of the file.

Routes

GET /api/:searchType -

Parameters:

searchType : Type String, accepts “predicate” & “type”

term : Type String, accepts a search value

Usage:

Used for querying ontologies based on given value

Results:

Success: sends the available search results

Failure:

400 : Search Type not defined,

400 : Search term not defined

400 : No ontology was selected

500 : error caught
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GET /api/ontology-list -

Parameters:

NA

Usage:

This route is used to fetch the available ontologies in the database

Results:

Success: JSON containing key value pairs of ontology name and their URI

Failure:

500: error caught

GET /api/result -

Parameters:

searchType : Type String, accepts “predicate” & “type”

uri : Type String, accepts the unique reference identifier

Usage:

This is used for retrieving information for a particular URI.

Results:

Success: sends the available search results

Failure:

500 : Search Type not defined

500 : URI is not defined

500 :  error caught
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POST /api/feedback -

Parameters:

feedback : Type String, accepts the user feedback

Usage:

Used for accepting the user feedback at any given point in time.

It stores the feedback in the SQLite3 database.

Results:

Success:

200 : Success

Failure:

500 : error caught
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Helper Functions and Algorithms :

prepareData

Usage:

This function basically as the name suggests prepares the Ontologies available in the

database to be served on the endpoint when the results are requested.

Parameters Accepted:

ontology:

Type { '@id' : String, '@graph' : Array<Obj> }

Example:
{

“@id” : “https://example/com”,
“@graph” : [

“https://w3.com/owl#Label” : {
“@value” : “test”

}
]

}

Output Expected:

Ontology with each object containing Label and Comment additional keys

Fig 3.9 return object of prepareData function
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mergedOntologies

Usage:

This is a helper function it is used to merge all the available ontologies and prepares

them to be queries upon. It basically returns a promise containing an array of

available ontologies in the database.

Parameters Accepted:

NA

Output Expected:

This returns a promise containing an array of all the ontologies.

Ontologies List : Promise(Array<Object>)
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prepareIndex

Usage:

This is an important helper function it is basically calls the mergedOntology function

and basically uses the Fuse.js for indexing. The fuse options are configured here

which helps with the elastic search. The weights are also set here for the search

results. The fuse instance is basically updated with the loaded indexed data.

Parameters Accepted:

NA

Output Expected:

NA

Fig 3.10 Fuse Configuration for Elastic Search Results.
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getFromURI
Usage:

This is basically used to fetch information based on the particular input URI. The

algorithm is straightforward. It basically queries on the earlier created Fuse Instance

with the input URI

Parameters Accepted:

searchType : Type String, accepts “predicate” & “type”

searchUri : Type String, accepts the URI

Output Expected:

The required search object containing all the information of the input URI
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search

Usage:

This is the main search algorithm which works on the created Fuse instance when we

call the prepareIndex function. Based on the given input it returns the available search

results.

Parameters Accepted:

searchType : Type String, accepts “predicate” & “type”

searchQuery : Type String, accepts the search query value

Ontologies : Type Array<String>. array of ontologies to query on

Output Expected:

Array of Objects containing matching entities.

Fig 3.11 Search Function
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importNqFromPrefix

Usage:

This is a helper function that returns a file instance based on the ontology names. This

is basically used to import an ontology based on the name provided.

Parameters Accepted:

prefix : Type String, accepts ontology name

Output Expected:

File instance of the data based on the input prefix

nQuadsToJsonLd

Usage:

This is also an important algorithm for converting nQuands Type to JSON Ld format

which is what we are using for storing it in the database. The algorithm is pretty

simple and straightforward, it takes in the list of available ontologies, calls the

fromRDF function of jsonLd library and converts it into the required JSON Ld

format. After successful conversion a new JSON file is created containing the newly

converted data into JSON Ld.

Parameters Accepted:

NA

Output Expected:

NA
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Fig 3.12 nQuadsToJsonLd function

3.8.3 Database

The whole model is supported by different databases. The choice of the database mainly

depends on the functionality and requirements. Here’s a list of databases used:

Redis:

It’s a robust in-memory NoSQL database platform which is extremely fast and convenient to

use. This has been used by companies throughout to maintain their cache. In our use case we

are using redis to actively maintain a redis queue. While parsing, each newly scrapped link is

added to the queue which will be later fed to the scrapper for data extraction.

SQLite3:

This is used in the OntoEngine Portion for solely maintaining any input feedback by the user

while using the interface. It is not used for anything else.
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JSON Files:

While this isn't an actual database, the JSON files are used as source of data to be queried on.

All the ontologies that we have used are converted and stored in the form of JSON which can

then be actively queried upon as per the need.
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CHAPTER - 4

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

As discussed in the previous chapter, the entire model is broken down into various sections,

we have analysed and checked for performance in each of the sections. Moreover a thorough

comparison has also been done in each section with the already existing model / technology /

framework in the market.

4.1 Parsing Section:

This section consists of the following libraries and algorithms:

1. BeautifulSoup :

Functionality :

For scraping and parsing web-pages.

Performance :

It was observed that the download of a particular web-page takes

about 1-2 seconds, while accounting for high network latency.

We moreover used a profiler to debug for the performance.

We further compared the performance using two parsers:

(a) http.parser: This is a build in HTML parser in python 3

(b) lxml : a parser written in C

It was observed that the http.parser took 6.85 seconds to parse / scrape

through 4 pages. Whereas it did the same thing in 0.6 seconds.
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2. Redis Queue :

Functionality :

For storing all active links to be crawled and scrapped by maintaining a queue.

Performance :

Our goal for picking redis is primarily because of the fast speed it offers right

out of the box. We performanced a series of benchmark tests on redis and compared it

with the already existing and popular database system, mongoDB which is used for

storing the similar information like ours and the result was as follows:

Fig 4.1 It can be observed that redis is about 7x faster when performing the get operation as compared to mongo DB.

3. Dask :

Functionality :

For parsing through already existing datasets in different formats and

performing operations on them.

Performance :

Dask, as stated in the earlier sections, is used for parallel computation in

python. Pandas is another popular alternative for Dask but it comes with a limitation:

it isn’t suitable for handling extremely large datasets. Hence, this is where dask comes

in and uses the power of dynamic task scheduler and performs the required task in

way less time. We did an analysis to compare dask with widely used pandas and the

results were as follow:
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(a)

(b)

Fig 4.2 Time taken by (a) Pandas and (b) Dask to read a particular pharma dataset

4. Spacy :

Functionality :

For annotating the words scrapped from the wiki articles and categorising

them.

Performance :

NLTK and Spacy are mainly the two popular libraries when it comes to

performing various operations on textual content. We did an analysis and compared

the two libraries with each other.

Fig 4.3 Comparison of NLTK vs Spacy
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It was observed that Spacy performed better than NLTK when it comes to word

tokenization, but the case wasn’t the same in sentence tokenization this is mainly due to the

fact that spacy uses syntactic tree approach for tokenizing sentences whereas NLTK splits

the text into sentences.

4.2 OntoEngine Section:

This section consists of the following libraries and algorithms:

1. SQLite3 :

Functionality :

Used for storing metadata and extra user information.

Performance :

The choice of this database management system was mainly because it is very

easy to set up and containerized. We performed a series of operations on SQLite3 vs

some other handpicked database management systems and compared the results with

each other.

We performed 1000 Insertions and this was observed :

Fig 4.4 Performance Analysis of SQLite with other database management systems

Since we are not using SQLite3 extensively as we have mainly used it for retrieval of

metadata and user information, we felt that the difference in performance doesn’t

have a huge impact on the interface as of now.
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2. Search (function: Backend):

Functionality :

Function used for querying on the ontology and returning matching results

Performance :

This is basically a fuzzy-search implementation that iterates through the JSON

files that we have as ontology data and returns results which are appropriate. When

checking for performance we performed a search on about 250,000 data-nodes /

entities, and it performed the operation without any hitch, we used production build in

this case. Sometimes however, we did notice some small issues in terms of

performance on the development build, but so far it ran smoothly in most cases.
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CHAPTER - 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions

After doing an in depth research in regards to the semantic analysis in the pharmaceutical

domain, the fuzzy search engine helped us in querying through information we require across

various databases despite the data sets being irregular in nature. The idea of having various

information we require on one page helped us in increasing efficiency of the work and also

helped us in saving time. Not only this we were successful in converting the text data to

ontologies which represented the information in the form of nodes and relationships. This

proves useful when one aims on finding all possible information surrounding a particular

entity of concern, in this case a drug (example: Paracetamol)

5.2 Future Scope

Semantic data is something that was introduced as a concept a long time ago (1990s). It

however lacks any progress of evolution for quite some time.  In fact, 2007 was the last

boom in the technology with the introduction of OWL in the manner of representing

semantic information in an ontology while also providing more forms of expression through

Description Logic (DL). However, the applications required to develop an Ontology and any

form of DL expression such as editors for Ontologies etc are all currently in their infancy

and/or outdated/complex design editors.

Semantic Analysis on the other hand  is a very new concept specifically to build search and

query mechanisms using inferences through reasonsers perhaps with the right support and aid
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we think that we can be successful in terms of creating a framework that can help support

and extend the power of semantic data and perform various operations on it.

In Future, we believe that it can be used as a search engine which can ingest large volumes of

information specific to a project/research study and represent them as graphs as well as

allowing for the implementation of faster search algorithms, making mind maps easier, one

could also extend this to have various forms of structure for learning.
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